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Lot's to tell you, please see page 3.

Ron.

2020 Executive Committee

President: Ron Hillsden 4795760
VicePres: Dave Nelson 8121942
Secretary: Elgin Smith 3840574
Treasurer: Mike Creasy 8884860
Director @ Large: Ken Lockley 4775830
Binnacle Editor: Edward White 3856068
Quartermaster: Vacant
City Liaison: Mike Claxton 4796367
Membership: Bev Andrews 4792761

All above area code (250)

ON THE RADAR

Upcoming Events

As Ron tells you on page 3, we
can't hold an official gathering till this crisis is
over.

Take the very best care of yourselves and
hold the friendships together electronically.

Meetings: Second Thursday 7:309:30
St. Peter's Anglican Church, Lakehill

3939 St. Peter's Road
Upcoming meeting: February 13th.

Sundays 911
Harrison Model Yacht Pond (HMYP)
Dallas Road at Government Street

LANGFORD LAKE
Wednesdays 9:30
Langford Lake, Leigh Rd. at Trillium
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The President's Message.

I am sorry to say that we will not have a meeting in September. Provincial Health has tightened

the rules around group gatherings, Our poll last month revealed concern about meeting before the

Covid situation improves. As you know, it has deteriorated in the last month.

Looking ahead, we expect we will be postponing our Annual General Meeting and Election of

Officers until next year, We will also be extending our memberships so fees will not be due in January.

We probably won’t be holding any meetings until next year, either.

So far, the city and Provincial Health have left us to use Harrison Model Yacht Pond as long as

we follow the rules of our City Parks approval. Many will know there have been occasional challenges

with physical distancing and face masks etc, mainly because it is a public facility and anyone can use

it.

In their battle to prevent a Covid outbreak, the province introduced new legislation allowing

gatherings of up to 50 people, and they probably apply to us. These rules state there must be a

sponsor, access must be limited and controlled, and names must be recorded for contract tracing and

more. It is a public park. We don’t have exclusive use of the entire pond, so taking names or

controlling access is not possible.

Therefore we cannot sponsor or organize any gathering. We are going to restrict ourselves to

online activities until things change,. We are reviewing the situation in that light. But the pond is open

to all as individuals, and our members are encouraged to use it individually at nontraditional times,

and share their experiences electronically though the Binnacle.

Please, as you continue to use HMYP, maintain and remind your neighbours at the pond to

practice physical distancing and use masks & sanitizers, etc. We do have lots of space there and we

should make better use of it. As long as we continue to use it responsibly, hopefully it will continue to

be available to us.

Be Safe, Be Kind and fair seas,

Ron
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Stan Jacobs’ HMCS Skeena

Stan was a member of our club many years ago. He was an interesting fellow, and he had an

interesting model.

Stan was a member of the Royal Canadian Navy in his youth. I don’t know when he joined, but

I remember him telling me than he started on a Canadian warship with reciprocating steam engines.

On this coast, that was only HMCS Rainbow. All later ships had turbine power. Stan stayed with the

navy through the depression years. He said that during the depression, the navy transferred the

sailors to the naval reserve. When they wanted to take a ship out, they mobilized the reserve.

Ironically, the navy had money for two new ships, but not for fuel. The RCN bought two brand new

destroyers in 1931, Skeena and Saguenay. These were the first ships built specifically for the RCN,

and the first to be called Cadillac destroyers because they had heated mess decks. The British

Admiralty considered that an unnecessary luxury.

During the depression, there were no jobs. While Stan and a couple of his shipmates stayed at

a boarding house in Esquimalt waiting for a call to sea, they decided to make models of their beautiful

new ships. They had access to plans and they made models to the same scale as they drawings, ¼

inch to the foot. The model was almost 7 feet long. Certainly it was not typical of sailor built models

which tended to be small enough to stow in builder’s kit. Anyway. A glass case was built and the

model survived.

I believe Stan’s family have it and I hope they treasure it for what it is.
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Stan Jacobs’ HMCS Skeena

There is an interesting end note to this story.

Some years ago, I thought I would like to make a model of the Skeena, seriously over

estimating the time I have for these projects. I wrote Public Archives Canada to ask if they had plans

because I have never been able to navigate their helpful finding aids. One day at work I got a phone

call from Ottawa to tell me they have the plans, but I can’t have them because they are “Classified”. I

thought this was a bit silly because Skeena was lost in 1944 and her technology was obsolete

probably before WW2 started. The gentleman caller told me I could appeal this decision and that the

man with the authority was in his office now so I should call right away. So I did, and expressed my

opinion about how stupid their policy was. He listened patiently, and when I finished, he said “We

have ship plans here?” He took my name and phone number and said someone would call me back.

No one called back, but a courier brought the plans to my office the next day. So I looked this guy up

to find he was the Assistant Curator of Public Archives Canada. I helped someone prank the big

boss. And I still don’t know how the prankster found out where I worked.

Fair Seas

Ron
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The Plans for the Black Duck.

In last month's Binnacle, I put in a suggestion from John Callin, that the Black Duck design

from the RCAF utility and rescue boats would make an excellent project. This attracted the attention

of Jim Cox, and he and I have done a little bit of collaboration since. The Black Duck was Canadian

built, but based on the US Coastguard 40 foot utility boat. I found a good profile and deck plan on the

US Coastguard historical site, showing that the hull was a very attractive single chine design in steel,

that owes a great deal to the traditional east coast Lobster boat.

Anyway, that plan shows the chine line and was enough for me to extract a table of offsets and

draw the lines on my computer, (pushing me up another really steep learning curve with LibreOffice

Draw program. It's amazing how much difference it makes when the computer won't let you fudge

over imprecision with the thickness of a pencil line!).
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But next week, on the club website, (vmss.ca) will be a page with the results, pdf files that you

can download for either a 20 inch or a 40 inch model. Staples can print these files at full size for not

too much money. Jim Cox has started with the 40 inch plan and is planning first to build a plug of the

hull. He's going to use that to take off the exact shapes of the 4 "planks" that make up the hull, and

then use those to have a go at a "stitch and glue" hull in Styrene. I am hoping that Jim will let me

have a copy of those shapes, and I will add them to the plans on the website for anyone else who

wants to try a stitch and glue.

If anyone else in the club fancies building a plug from the 20 inch plan, then it could make a

perfect base for vacuum forming a hull, it would fit into a standard home oven. And of course any plug

could be used to produce a fibreglass female mould.

As time goes on, and anyone goes further with a build on these plans, I would be delighted to

get your photos and comments, or even a full build log, to go on the web site and show what we can

do. The hull shape can be produced in conventional balsa or plywood, in plastic by vacuum forming

or stitch and glue, or moulded in fibreglass, even in steel or aluminium if you want that much

challenge. And it could be finished as any fast boat, with single or twin screws, as a cabin cruiser or

a fish boat, a torpedo or gunboat, a pilot cutter, or a beachcomber.

The original US utility boat weighed 21,500 lbs and had a maximum speed of 22 knots.

So a 40 inch model will weigh just under 12.5 lbs and run at 6.35 knots, a 20 inch model will

weigh 1.55 lbs and run at 4.5 knots. Both those specs are practical, and both will be very pretty on

the pond.

Here's the rest of the specification from the US Coastguard

site.(https://www.history.uscg.mil/BrowsebyTopic/Assets/Water/All/BoatsLessthan65

ft/Article/2026708/boat40utilityboatutb/):

Cost $47,675

Displacement 21,500 lbs

Length 40 feet

Beam 11 feet 2 inches

Draft 3 feet 2 inches

Main Engines 2 GM 671 diesels (190 HP ea.)

Propellers 2 20" diameter, 18 " pitch.

Max Speed 22 knots

Cruising Speed 18 knots, 190 mile radius

Fuel 228 gallons

Complement 3
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For the rest of this article, I am going to deal with a little bit of history of both the US coastguard

boats and the Canadian versions.

I think that the design of the 40 foot UTB was the result of simple "footitis" in the Coastguard.

The first move in the change was to modify one of the existing 38 foot Picket Boats to a bigger

engine. This was good but didn't quite make the specified 20 knots. So they added two feet and

another screw and engine in a wooden prototype and then in a steel one. The wooden boat was

heavier and made just over 20 knots, the steel one made 22.5 knots but was a bit more

uncomfortable in heavy seas. So the steel hull was slightly redesigned to make the bow finer

underwater and add flare to the upper bow.

The result was the Mark 1 UTB and the Coast Guard Yard built 131 of them in steel and 17 in

wood over the next year. After that another 91 40 foot UTB's were built as later Marks in steel and in

fibreglass up until 1966. The last of them in service was in 1983.

The Canadian story began in 1952, with four of the UTB's being bought from the US, and

another five constructed in Canada. They were received by the RCAF Marine Section and scattered

from coast to coast. Three, Albatross, Black Duck, and Flamingo were assigned to Comox Airbase,

although Albatross had a rapid name change to Heron because the Air force was flying Grumman

Albatrosses out of Comox. Mallard and Skua were based in Vancouver, and Gannet to Cold Lake,

Alberta. The other three, Guillemot, Manx, and Egret, presumably

served on the Great Lakes or the East Coast, but I haven't found

details.

Skua and Mallard, Canadian built, passed into the hands of the

Canadian Coast Guard in 1965, Skua being renamed Moorhen and

seeing service at Kitsilano.

I have one reference that the Canadian Coast guard itself

copied the same US design and had 20 of them built in Canada, but

haven't so far found a follow up to that. Potential for yet another

version of the model though! The rest were taken over in place by the

Canadian Navy in 1965 as the RCAF Marine Section was dismantled.
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Blackduck, which started this whole effort, spent her life at Comox Airbase, being replaced

finally in 1985. She was donated to the Vancouver Maritime Museum, but sank at her moorings in

2005, and was scrapped thereafter.

The 1985 replacements were a new Black Duck and a new Albatross, (the Grummans
were long gone!)

These would make pretty nice models too! Fibreglass 53 footers from Canoe Cove in Sidney.



From Rick Gonder

Norm Milne is a model boat builder from Kamloops. He’s a friend of the club and often floats

his boats with us at the pond.

I send Norm our Binnacle and after reading the latest issue, he sent the following story. I found

it interesting and thought others may too, so thought you may wish to publish his story in the next

edition.

Mornin’ Rick, I think I mentioned in my email that the Binnacle you sent, brought back

some long time memories. I think it was back in about 1955 an old friend of my dads bought a retired

clinker built boat from the Stanley Park boat rental outfit. It was about 14 ft with a one lunger gas

engine in the bottom of the hull. Went out on English bay fishing. While chugging out to a bell bouy,

something flew off the motor and hit me on the leg, and when we investigated, found that the coupling

from the motor to the propshaft had broken. So dead in the water, we began a long row back to
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Stanley Park. The wood on this old bucket was

pretty rotten and the oar locks pulled out of the

hull. About then, we started waving for assistance

as an AirForce Boat just like the one pictured in

Binnacle came by. They pulled over and said they

were on an emergency run, but would get a tug

pulling two barges on its way in to give us a hand.

It pulled along side and we jumped on to it as it

couldn’t stop. Poor old boat took a pounding

getting back to shore where we got back into it

and drifted away from the tug while he did some

fancy manouvering to keep the barges from running us over. The marina rental place came out with

another boat and towed us to shore. I was 13 at the time and certainly had an experience to

remember.

(I've added a picture of Skua and Mallard, must have been one of them! Edward.)



CLUB SPIRIT

by

Ron Armstrong

Calvin VanElsakker and his friend Cory have made quite a splash in Harrison Pond. Before

Calvin had joined the V.M.S.S, he and Cory made a new wharf for modellers to practice docking.

Next Calvin can be seen every Sunday morning using his own a portable net to sweep up the seagull

feathers and other effluvia on the Pond surface. Cory has joined him to keep the Pond clean. Nobody

asked the guys to do this.

They simply stepped forward to improve the enjoyment for all of us. Calvin says he hopes his

efforts will “generate more interest in the hobby, and thereby the financial health of the club".

He joined up in June and Cory should be following suit.

We should all thank the guys for their enthusiasm and efforts.

I have.

Ron.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ron Armstrong
Two interesting additions to the August Binnacle.

Another fine issue. I especially enjoyed your history of containers and container ships. Yes I’ve
contemplated modeling the “Clifford J.Rogers”. She was 355 ft long so in my scale of 1:48 the model
would be 7 feet 4 inches long!

Here’s a “Letter to the Editor” suggestion.....

Further to your article on the “Black Duck”, I used the history of the RCAF Marine Section to convert
my MTB/MGB to a rescue launch of WW 2. I sawed ¾ inch off her stern, added twin .05 machine
guns in a turret made from a tea strainer, and painted her hull deep blue and upper works white.

Such is the torque of her motor that she kept throwing her neoprene coupling. On Mike Creasy’s
advice I bought a red flex coupling from Cornwall Model Boats in England. Unfortunately it is so long I
have to make a new motor mount further forward.

Once the work is done she will return to Harrison in style, with “a bone in her mouth” and a modest
“rooster tail”!

Ron.
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The Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society is a
nonprofit club, open to all, established in

1978 under the Societies Act of B.C.

THIS MONTH'S LINKS
As people send me links of interest to us, I am going to put them on this last page and then also add
them to the Links and Suppliers pages on the Website. Let's build the collection!

Facebook :-

BC Coastal Mariners

British Columbia Nautical History

West Coast Boats Public Group

Victoria Model Boat Building Public Group

Model Boat Mayhem - Group

Websites:-

Model Boat Mayhem

Shapeways

www.modelboatmayhem.co.uk

https://www.shapeways.com

